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ABSTRACT 
Periodic modules are modules which admit periodic projective resolutions. In this paper it is 
shown that under suitable conditions periodic modules over the restricted enveloping algebra of a 
graded restricted Lie algebra admit filtrations in terms of intermediate (Verma) modules. 
Moreover, using filtrations results about determining projectivity of modules by detecting 
projectivity upon restriction to certain subalgebras are given for graded Lie algebras. 
8 1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1977, Alperin [A] introduced the concept of the complexity of a module 
in a paper where he investigated the idea of generalizing periodicity in group 
cohomology to periodicity for modules. For a finite dimensional algebra A over 
a field K a finite dimensional module A4 is periodic if there exists an exact 
sequence of modules: 
O+M-+P,+ -..+P,-+P,+P,-+M-+O 
with each Pj projective for i= 0,l , . . . , t. Every projective module is periodic. 
More generally, the complexity of a module M is defined as follows: Let 
be a minimal projective resolution for M. The complexity of M, denoted by 






An alternate definition of the complexity, cA(M), is the maximum rate of 
growth [Ca2] of the vector spaces Ext:(M,N) for n = 0, 1,2, . . . for any ar- 
bitrary module N. If for each module N there exists a positive constant C such 
that dim, Exti(M, N) I C for all s then it4 is bounded. Clearly any periodic 
module is bounded. 
Let A be a finite dimensional cocommutative Hopf algebra over K and for 
any A module M let H”(A, M) be the nth cohomology group of A with coeffi- 
cients in M. We will state the following two assumptions on the cohomology 
ring: 
FGASSUMPTION. Given A a finite dimensional Hopf algebra H*(A,M) is 
Noetherian as H*(A, K) module for all finite dimensional A modules A4. 
s ASSUMPTION. Given Q a quasi-Frobenius ring Extz(M, X) is Noetherian as 
Ext@I, M) module for all finitely generated Q modules M and X. 
Since every finite dimensional Hopf algebra is quasi-Frobenius [Jan31 it can 
be easily shown, by generalizing Schulz’s argument [SC] for KG to finite dimen- 
sional Hopf algebras, that the FG assumption for A implies the S assumption 
for A. For a quasi-Frobenius ring the S assumption is equivalent o the state- 
ment that every bounded module is periodic [SC]. Therefore, for finite dimen- 
sional Hopf algebras satisfying the FG assumption every bounded module is 
periodic. For group algebras the finite generation of cohomology was proven 
by Evens [El, and Friedlander and Parshall [FP2] proved this result for 
restricted enveloping algebras. Hence for group algebras [Ca2] and restricted 
enveloping algebras boundedness is equivalent o periodicity. 
Over the last decade BGG/Brauer reciprocity laws, involving projective or in- 
jective modules, have been formulated in different settings. Humphreys [Hu], 
after being inspired by Brauer’s ideas and Pollack’s work [PO] for @l(2), first 
proved a reciprocity law for classical Lie algebras. Several years later Bernstein, 
Gelfand and Gelfand [BGG] proved a similar reciprocity law for complex 
semisimple Lie algebras. Further generalizations have been made by Jantzen 
[Janl] for the hyperalgebra of the nth Frobenius kernel of an algebraic group 
scheme, and Rocha-Caridi and Wallach [RW] using generalized Verma 
modules. Reciprocity laws have also arisen in more axiomatic settings. Irving 
[Irl] [Ir2] has exhibited reciprocity laws for BGG algebras and Cline, Parshall 
and Scott [CPS2] for highest weight categories. Recently, Holmes and the 
author [HNI] have proven a BGG reciprocity law for a class of graded 
associative algebras; which includes the restricted enveloping algebras of both 
the classical Lie algebras and the Lie algebras of Cartan type [BW]. 
In this paper we would like to show how ideas used in proving these reciproci- 
ty theorems are interrelated with the some of the known results for the complex- 
ity of restricted Lie algebras. First we will provide necessary and sufficient 
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conditions for every graded indecomposable periodic module to admit a filtra- 
tion in terms of Verma modules. The proof uses results on the varieties 
associated to the cohomology ring, which were first due to Carlson [Ca2] for 
group algebras and later extended by Friedlander and Parshall [FPl] to 
restricted enveloping algebras. Furthermore, by combining known theorems on 
filtrations and complexity, we will prove an analog of Chouinard’s theorem 
[Ch] for graded restricted Lie algebras. These results provide hope in develop- 
ing some suitable theory of transfer for restricted Lie algebras. I would like to 
express my gratitude to Randy Holmes and Overtoun Jenda for some useful 
comments and suggestions. Moreover, I’m grateful to the University of 
Washington for providing me with facilities during the writing of this paper. 
42. FILTRATIONS FORPERIODIC MODULES 
Let g be a finite dimensional restricted Lie algebra with pth power map [I?] 
over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic p 2 3 and let cl(g) be the 
restricted universal enveloping algebra associated with g [Jac]. For every finite 
dimensional module A4 there exists a homogeneous affine variety, lglM, 
associated with the even dimensional part of the cohomology ring called the 
cohomological support variety. (By convention, Ig( will denote the variety 
associated with the trivial U(g) module.) Friedlander, Jantzen and Parshall 
[Jan21 [FP3] have shown there exists a finite map, @ of varieties: 
IQI @ M’ Q* 
The image under @ of the support variety is 
{x E g: Xtpl = 0 and A4 (*) is not projective} U (0) 
where (x) denotes the restricted Lie subalgebra of g generated by x. The 
following theorem summarizes ome of the main results on support varieties. 
THEOREM 2.1. [FP 1,3] Let g be a finite dimensional restricted Lie algebra. 
a) Any closed conical subvariety of @(I gl) is of the form @( IglM) for some 
finite dimensional U(g) module A4. 
b) If A4 is a finite dimensional indecomposable U(g) module then the 
projective variety Proj(@( I g jM)) c Proj(@ (g)) G Pdim *- ’ is connected. 
4 c&W =dim @(lel~). 
The next corollary for support varieties is analogous to Carlson’s results 
[Ca2] for varieties associated to group algebras. 
COROLLARY 2.2. If g is a finite dimensional restricted Lie algebra and M is a 
finite dimensional indecomposable periodic U(g) module then @(I gjw) is a line 
or (0). 
PROOF. If A4 is a periodic indecomposable U(g) module then c,(M)= 
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dim @(I g Iw) I 1. If M is projective then @( 1 g IMM) is { 0). Now suppose c,(M) = 
dim @(lglici)= 1. Since @(lglM) is a homogeneous affine variety @( IglM) is a 
finite union of lines. But, according to Theorem 3. lb, since M is indecom- 
posable @(IQlw) must be a single line. 0 
Let g=G_,@G_,+l... @G-t @ G,, @ G1 @ ... G, be a graded restricted Lie 
algebra. A p-nilpotent subalgebra, N, of g is a restricted subalgebra such that 
given XE N there exist a positive integer, k, with xrplC=O. Set N+ = ej,,, Gj 
and N- = @j.,O Gj, and assume that N* are p-nilpotent subalgebras of g. 
Moreover, set B* = G,,@ N*. If it4 is a finite dimensional U(g) module then 
M* will denote the contragredient (dual) module of A4. Assume that T is a 
maximal torus for G,, and g. The simple modules for U(g) will be in one-to-one 
correspondence with the set, i=, of restricted weights [Se] for the torus. 
Let I be a restricted weight and g(2) (resp. L(n)) be the simple U(g) (resp. 
U(G,)) module corresponding to L E F. Moreover, let 9’(n) (resp. P(1)) be the 
projective indecomposable U(g) (resp. U(Ge)) module with head 9,(n) (resp. 
L(L)). The intermediate (Verma) modules will be constructed as follows. For 
each 1 E F let 
and 
A module A4 admits a k&j (resp. VP_j) filtration if there exists a series for M; 
with Mi/Mi+ 1 z V,‘j(~i) for some li E F. If M admits a P’&j filtration then let 
[M: ~~~j(n)] denote the number of times vd,oi(l2) appears as a factor in a Vp:j 
filtration for h4. We will now state the major results from [HNl] [N]. 
1) Let it4 be a graded U(g) module. Then A4 admits a VP&j filtration if and 
only if MUCB~) is projective. 
In particular since U(g) is a graded Artin algebra all projective indecom- 
posables are graded [GG], and also admit filtrations because U(g) is a free 
U(P) module. 
2) (Reciprocity Law) For each rZ, p E p 
]y(n) : &&j(P)1 = IDG(P) : 9(n)l 
where W,3) = (UP)* 0 ucsT) U(g))* and the expression on the right hand 
side of the equality indicates the number of times the simple U(g) module, 9(n), 
appears in a Jordan-Holder series for DI$z(p). 
The results stated in the introduction on BGG/Brauer/Humphreys rec- 
iprocity only employed filtrations of projective/injective modules. (ie. the 
modules of complexity zero). We will indicate how these results can be extended 
to periodic (non-projective) modules (ie. modules having complexity one). 
From now on we will assume all U(g) modules are graded. The following 
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theorem provides information on projectivity of modules upon restriction to 
subalgebras. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let g be a restricted Lie algebra and lj be a restricted p- 
nilpotent ideal of Q. Then M is projective as U(l)) module and M hb) 
Rad M 1 U(b) 
is projective as U(gAj) module if and only if M is projective as U(g) module. 
PROOF. Let M be projective as U(b) module and M 1 U(b) 
Rad M 1 U(b) 
be projective 
as U(g/Tj) module. Suppose N is an arbitrary U(g) module. We will show that 
Ext;fi(,)(M,N) =0 for n r 1. First observe that as U(g/t)) module 
Nom(I(b)(M,N)~:om.(b)(M,K) 8, N 
The last line follows because the only simple U(b) module is the trivial module 
since h is p-nilpotent. Set W=M* 0, N. Since h4 is projective as U(b) module 
the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence [FPl] for W collapses and 
yields the following isomorphism for n > 1: 
Ext&Q)(K9 w) = Exttfi(g/fi)(Ks HomU(i#, w)). 
Hence, for n 2 1 
= Ex&,,b) K M 1 u(b) 






since M 1 u(b) 
RadM 1 U(b) 
0, N is projective as U(g/Kj) modules, and hence injective 
(because U(g/b) is a Frobenius algebra). Conversely, if M is projective as U(o) 
module then M is projective as U(l)) module. Moreover, since ~om,,,,(M,N) 
are the “4 fixed points” of HomK(M, N), it follows by a standard argument 
[Ro] that HOf?ZUcbJ( M,N) is projective as U(~/lj) module. 0 
With the previous result we can now provide necessary and sufficient 
criterion for graded periodic indecomposable modules to admit either a V& 
or a Vproi filtration. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let g be a graded restricted Lie algebra (as previously 
described) and let M be a graded periodic indecomposable U(g) module. 
Then M admits a V~~~j or a V&j filtration if and only if M IWf) or 
RadM Iu(N+) 
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M I U(N_) 
RadM 1 U(N-) 
is projective as U(GO) module. 
PROOF. Let M be a graded periodic indecomposable U(Q) module. If M ad- 
mits a V&j or a V&j filtration then M is U(K) or U(B+) projective. Hence, 
by Proposition 2.3, M Iu(N+) or M I Uuv) 
RadM 1(ICN+) RadM I U(N-) 
is projective as U(G,,) 
module. Conversely, suppose that M I u(N+) or M I U(N-) 
RadM I LICN+) RadM lu(N-) 
is projec- 
tive. It suffices to prove, by the first result of [HNl], that M is either V(B+) 
or U(E) projective. Using symmetry we may assume, without a loss of 
generality, that M IU(N+) 
R&M 1 MN+) 
is U(G,) projective. If M is U(N’) projective 
then M is U(B+) projective and M admits a Vp;Oj filtration. Now assume M is 
not U(N+) projective. From Corollary 2.2 it follows that there exists an 
XEN+ such that @(IgI,)=Kx. Since N+flB-={0} and @(IB-I,)=B-fl 
@( 1~1~) we have @(IB- Iw) = (0). Therefore, M is projective as U(B-) module 
and admits a Vlpoj filtration. Cl 
In contrast to the fact that there are only finitely many projective indecom- 
posable U(Q) modules, the author has recently shown that for graded restricted 
Lie algebras there are graded indecomposable periodic non-projective modules 
(complexity 1) of arbitrarily high degree which are Q&j filterable. We will now 
demonstrate how results on the complexity of a module and the existence of 
filtrations using Verma modules can be used to prove relative projectivity 
theorems for graded restricted Lie algebras. These results generalize Cline, 
Parshall and Scott’s [CPSl] work on injective modules for algebraic groups. 
The next lemma states how induction behaves under the Ext functor for Lie 
algebras. 
LEMMA 2.5. [HNl] Let f) be a restricted subalgebra of Q, M be a U(b) module 
and N be a U(Q) module. For each n = 0, 1,2,. . . 
( 1) M&,,(M 0 u(6) WQ), N) =~xC$&W N I U(b)) 
(2) ~xf!,(#‘, W * 6 u(bj u(Q)) *) = EXt$,,(N I U(b), MI. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let Q be a graded restricted Lie algebra and let M and N 
be U(Q) modules. If M is ~~~j filterable and N is vd,oi filterable then 
Ext&(,)(M, N) = 0 for n 2 1. 
PROOF. Let M be Vp’j filterable and N be ~~~~j filterable. Moreover, let I 
denote the number of I$Foj factors appearing in a Vd,oi filtration for M. We 
will prove the proposition using induction on I. For I= 1, if N is I$p;oj filterable 
then N is U(B+) projective (and injective), hence by Lemma 2.5, 
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for n? 1. Assume for modules admitting V$j filtrations with I factors the 
statement of the proposition holds. If it4 is a VP&j filterable module with I+ 1 
factors then by applying the long exact sequence in cohomology to 
where M’ is a I$& filterable module with I factors, and by using the induction 
hypothesis, it follows that Ext&,,(M, N) = 0 for n > 1. 0 
Let A be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra which satisfies the FG assump- 
tion. In this situation a modified definition of the complexity of a module can 
be used. If M is a finite dimensional A module then cA(M) is the smallest 
integer s L 0 such that 
lim dim,M(MM) =. 
,I--1 m nS 
The equivalence between this definition to the previous definitions of complexi- 
ty was proved by Carlson [Ca2] for group algebras and can be easily extended 
to finite dimensional Hopf algebras satisfying the FG assumption. 
The next two theorems, like Chouinard’s theorem for finite groups, provides 
us with a nice criterion for the projectivity of a module over the graded Lie 
algebra relative to the projectivity over certain subalgebras. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let g be a graded restricted Lie algebra and let M be a graded 
U(g) module. Then M isprojective as U(Q) module if and only if M is projective 
as U(B+) module and iJ(B-) module. 
PROOF. If M is U(g) projective it clearly follows that M is U(B+) and U(B-) 
projective because U(g) is free as U(B+) and U(B-) module. Conversely, if M 
is U(B+) and (/(BP) projective then M is VP&j and VpFoj filterable. According 
to Proposition 2.6 Ext,“(M, M) = 0 for n 11, hence, by the modified definition 
of complexity, M is U(g) projective. 0 
One should observe by Theorem 2.7 if M is a graded periodic non-projective 
U(a) module then M can either admit a V~~~j or a V&j filtration (but not 
both). 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let g = N- @ T@ Ni be a graded Lie algebra with Go = T. 
Then M is projective if and only if M 1 UcN+j is projective and M 1 ucN-j is pro- 
jective. 
PROOF. This follows from Theorem 2.7, Proposition 2.3 and the fact that 
U(T) is semisimple [Ho]. 0 
We would like to state a conjecture which relates the complexity of a module 
to the complexity of the module upon restriction to certain subalgebras. The 
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conjecture is verified for modules of complexity 0 (projective modules) by 
Corollary 2.8 and for modules of complexity 1 (periodic modules) by Theorem 
2.4. Moreover, the conjecture holds for all indecomposable graded U($t(2)) 
modules [N2]. 
CONJECTURE. Let g = N- @ T@ N+ be a graded Lie algebra with G, = T and 
let M be a graded indecomposable U(e) module. Then 
c,(M) =++(M) + q-(M). 
EXAMPLES 
1) If g is a classical Lie algebra then g has a grading with respect to a 
maximal torus Go = T via the simple roots. In this case g=N-@ TON+ 
(triangular decomposition). Since every U(T) module is completely reducible, 
(and thus projective) the conditions in Theorem 2.4 become vacuous. Set 
where DA is the one dimensional U(T) module with “weight” 1. (The action 
on DA is extended to U(B*) by letting N* act trivially.) Hence for classical Lie 
algebras every graded periodic module admits a filtration with ordinary Verma 
modules. 
2) Now suppose that g=$l(2). It is easy to show that ~&V*(~))I 1. 
Since every extension of a bounded module is bounded it follows that M is 
periodic if and only if M has a V* filtration. Moreover, Theorem 2.4, in some 
sense, provides the “best possible result” because if C,,(~)(M) =2 then the 
author [N2] has shown that M cannot admit a V+ or a I/- filtration. 
3) An example of a non-classical restricted simple Lie algebra which 
satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 2.8 is the p dimensional Witt algebra 
W(l, 1). The Lie algebra g= W(l, 1) has a basis {e_i,eo,e,, . . ..e._*> with Lie 
relations 
[ei, ejl = I (i-j)ei+j for -lli+jlp-2 0 else 
and pth power operations eyl = 0 for j# 0 and 4 = eo. The Lie algebra, g, has 
a grading with respect to the torus T= Keo and g = N- @ TON+ with N- = 
Ke_l and Nf=Ke,@Ke2@...KeP_,. Set V*(A)=D,@u,*, U(a). It follows 
by Theorem 2.4 that every periodic module is either V+ or V’- filterable. 
4) If g be a graded restricted Lie algebra of Cartan type then 
g=G_,... @ G-i @ Go @ G, @ ... G, with Go a reductive classical Lie algebra. 
(For types W, S, Hn = 1 and for type K n = 2). According to Shen [Sh] for types 
W, S, Hand recent results by Holmes [H] for type K, D&.(A) is a simple U(a) 
module if and only if rZ belongs to a set of weights which are called exceptional. 
Let M be a periodic non-projective module admitting a V~~~j filtration. By 
using an induction argument and the Reciprocity Law it follows that if V&j(A) 
appears as a factor in a V&j filtration for M then Iz must be exceptional. 
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